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Optimised Healthcare Solutions
Hanwha Techwin meets the unique security challenges facing healthcare institutions 
through the use of high-value, efficient, and cutting-edge technologies.

These technologies include:
 Licence-free AI camera analytics to increase surveillance accuracy  

and efficiency

 Future-proof modular designs that ensure economic device upgrade paths

 Cost-saving multi-sensor and specialty devices to replace  
multi-camera installations

Thermal body temperature detection camera

 Estimated body temperature accuracy of ±0.9°F (±0.5°C)*

 Integration with visible camera AI Face Detection analytics 

  FDA 510K registered medical device

*When used in conjunction with SPI-35B Black Body calibration device

Identification
Visibile Image
2MP 4mm fixed focal 

Detection
Thermal image
QVGA 4.7mm fixed focal Distinguish between human temperatures and exothermal objects

When properly configured, Hanwha Techwin’s  
TNM-6320TDY can monitor the body temperatures  
of personnel entering a facility with an accuracy of 
±0.9°F (±0.5°C). Its use of AI camera analytics reduces  
the occurrence of false alarms by removing any  
non-human entities from the monitoring process.

Benefits
 Detect individuals not wearing or incorrectly wearing  

a face mask on premises

 Control adherence to health and safety requirements

 Audio messages can be delivered automatically to  
staff/visitors requesting them to wear a mask

 Highly accurate mask detection solution, not affected 
by hat, glasses or head scarf

 Simple to set up and use

 Cost-effective solution, no server required, flexible  
and scalable

Face Mask Detection Application

Helping healthcare establishments to enforce health & safety measures

Benefits
 Control the number of people on 

premises, in buildings as well as individual 
rooms (e.g waiting rooms)

 Help comply with social distancing rules

 Give customers a clear message 
instructing them to enter or wait

 Supports multiple entrances and exits

 Highly accurate people counting solution 

 Easy to set up, serverless yet scalable

Customisable interface

Occupancy Monitoring Application

Helping to comply with social distancing rules

Maximum  
limit

Scrolling  
text message

Welcome  
message

Wait/Go  
messages
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Automatic Number Plate Recognition
Enhance your hospital security team’s efficiency by automating the time-consuming task of logging vehicles  
by number plate as they enter and exit parking or sensitive areas. Hanwha Techwin cameras with Automatic  
Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) technology are completely operational out of the box and fully integrated  
into Wisenet WAVE VMS and other popular video management systems and access control solutions.

Number plate recognition 
features

 Camera sends vehicle number plate 
information to video management 
system or access control solution

 Data can be used to produce VMS 
bookmarks for later review

 Serverless Solution available, simple  
to install and automate

Corner mount/Anti-ligature cameras
The TNV-7010RC and TNV-8010C corner mount cameras were specifically designed for use in mental health  
institutions and other applications that require a secure and hardened camera installation. 

 Max. 5MP resolution (TNV-8010C)

 Anti-ligature design deters individuals from reaching or attaching to the camera

 Tamper-resistant hardware securely mounts the camera to prevent removal 

 Invisible 940nm IR provides round-the-clock visibility without a visible glow (TNV-7010RC) 

 Two-way audio support allows remote interaction or recording of important audio evidence

 Licence-free intelligent video analytics including shock detection

 Built-in microphone (TNV-7010RC)

 Stainless steel body kit available (TNV-8010C)

 Ideal for elevators and other confined spaces (TNV-8010C)

 Designed to be mounted directly to a corner

TNV-7010RCTNV-8010C

Anti-ligature Cameras

Wisenet P series AI cameras
Hanwha Techwin high-resolution cameras have been equipped 
with AI-based analytics with attribute extraction that can 
accurately identify both humans and vehicles. Being able to 
differentiate and identify objects as humans or vehicles leads 
to faster and more efficient forensic searches, reduced false 
alarms, as well as a reduction in bandwidth and storage through 
metadata tagging.

Detected Objects Attribute Category Supported Attribute Items

  

Person

Gender Female, Male

Upper garment (Up to 2 colours simultaneously) 
Black, Gray, White, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, PurpleLower garment

Bag Carries a bag, does not carry a bag

  

Vehicle

Type Car (sedan/SUV/van/etc.), bus, truck, motorcycle, bicycle

Colour (Up to 2 colours simultaneously) 
Black, Gray, White, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple 

   

Face

Gender Female, Male

Age Young/Adult/Middle/Senior

Glasses Wearing glasses, not wearing glasses

Face mask Wearing mask, not wearing mask

   

Number plate Number plate Presence of a number plate

The AI camera BestShot feature
All extracted attributes are presented  
in real time via Hanwha Techwin’s BestShot 
feature, which displays a still image of a  
detected object for easy identification along 
with any attributes detected.

Verified
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Innovative Multi-sensor/Multi-directional IP Cameras
Multi-sensor/multi-directional and multi-sensor/panoramic cameras allow you to monitor wide-open areas without  
blind spots or hallways and intersections with a single device. Cameras with replaceable lens modules allow you to customise 
the camera to meet your specific needs, while PTRZ (Pan/Tilt/Rotate/Zoom) equipped devices can be adjusted remotely 
without physically accessing the unit.

2 CH, 3CH and 4CH camera features
 Motorized PTRZ and selectable lenses

 Easy installation cable runs to a single location

 Single-licence use with most VMS

4CH Multi-directional  
camera

1 32 4

1

3

2

4

Flexible IP Camera Solutions
Hospitals and medical centers are busy places with high-volume, diverse traffic coming and going through every area: 
physicians and medical teams, patients and families, first responders, law enforcement and students. Often much of this 
activity needs to be monitored, tracked, recorded and stored, either for patient care, investigative use or record-keeping. 
Hanwha Techwin IP camera solutions in a variety of conventional and modular form factors can address any healthcare 
security and surveillance need. 

Parking Lots Elevators

Hallways Waiting Rooms Supply RoomsEntrances

Discreet Form Factors
IP cameras in anti-ligature, flush-mountable and micro-dome form factors provide 
full area coverage without sacrificing environmental aesthetics.

High-resolution IP Fisheye Cameras
See a full-detail, 360° panoramic view of an entire room or area with a single camera

Fisheye

Single Panorama

Double Panorama

Adaptable PTRZ technology
Modular camera models with PTRZ technology let users adjust fields 
of view (FoV) remotely even after installation is complete to adapt to 
space reconfigurations and new room designs.
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Secure by Default & UL CAP certified cybersecurity
Hanwha Techwin security products offer the highest cybersecurity possible with unique certificates embedded into every 
device during each phase of the manufacturing process. This results in a cybersecurity policy that satisfies the most stringent 
standards as well as our own requirements for product reliability and design innovation.

Verified

Hanwha Techwin's private
device certificate Root CA

UL CAP, Secure by Default certified

Secure Boot / Secure Firmware / 
Secure Open Platform App

Secure JTAG

Secure Storage / 
Secure OS

Video Storage / 
Backup 
Encryption

A simple, scalable, and powerful VMS solution
Wisenet WAVE VMS is a lightweight, feature rich, simple and scalable video management solution capable of supporting  
up to 128 IP video streams per server and fully integrated with Wisenet NVR and IP camera video and audio analytics. 

Desktop MobileWAVE Sync Server

SUPPORTED BROWSERS SUPPORTED DESKTOP OS SUPPORTED MOBILE OS SUPPORTED SERVER OS

  Easy setup – complete system install and configuration in minutes

  Flexibility – drag and drop interface with resizable viewing panes for intuitive navigation

    Compatibility – full integration with SUNAPI Wisenet device features and advanced analytics  
and other popular 3rd party security solutions

  Reliability – robust server hive architecture ensures continuous system uptime

  Portability – accessible from anywhere via WAVE Sync with mobile client applications

   Accessibility – add an unlimited number of users to a single system, each with custom or preset roles
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Cybersecurity features

Complex password requirements  
- Users must create a new administrative 
password when they first setup each  
Hanwha Techwin device. Hanwha 
passwords require a minimum of eight 
characters using up to three categories 
of characters. Four or more consecutively 
used characters are not permitted.

Authentication and encryption  
- Hanwha Techwin cameras and devices 
using digest authentication encrypts 
user credentials instead of sending 
them over a network as plain text.  
This measure secures login data against 
the possibility of network intrusion 
attempts and, when used with SSL 
encryption, networks become nearly 
impervious to third-party attacks.

Network hardening guides  
- Hanwha Techwin regularly publishes 
new white papers and guides focused 
on product safeguards, known 
vulnerabilities and recommended 
tactics for mitigating cybersecurity 
risks. You also have access to our online 
support portal, the Hanwha Techwin 
Knowledgebase and community  
of industry professionals.

Compliance with GDPR 
 Wisenet cameras, recording devices and video management software (VMS) are 

equipped with features and functions that are able to prevent confidential data 
from being accessed, copied or tampered with.

 Option to blur faces and other distinguishing features

 Video masking software application. Quickly and easily redact faces from video  
in order to protect a person’s right to privacy.

 Privacy areas within a camera’s field of view

 Cameras can be programmed to automatically delete video evidence after  
a specified number of days

Licence-free Analytics 
Gain deeper insights into the efficiency of your staff and operations by creating customised analytics zones and event-
based alarms. Hanwha Techwin includes licence-free business, video and audio analytics on many of its IP camera products.

Face detection - Identifies key facial 
features and issues alerts when a face  
is present

Virtual line crossing detection - Triggers 
an alarm when objects are detected crossing 
a pre-defined virtual line or perimeter.

Loitering detection - Triggers an event 
when an object enters and rests in a 
designated virtual zone

Intrusion detection - Triggers an event 
when movement is detected in a designated 
virtual zone

Appear/disappear detection - Detects the 
appearance or disappearance of an item in  
a designated virtual zone

Enter/exit detection - Detection of  
objects entering or exiting a designated area

*Camera features and analytics vary by model

Intelligent Video & Audio Analytics

Audio analytics - Detects and identifies the sound  
of explosions, gunshots, screams, and breaking glass

People counting & occupancy monitoring – Provides statistical 
information based on individuals detected entering or exiting pre- 
defined areas.

Face Mask detection – Control adherence to health  
& safety measures
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